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End-market momentum still unattractive but the company delivers well on margins
Higher-than-expected sales and margins in Q2
The company has reported Q2 revenues of EUR93m, up 13.9% seq. (-42.5% yoy), above
guidance for sequential growth of 5%, and 8% above the consensus and our estimates
at EUR86m (+6.1% seq.). The better-than-expected results were driven by higher than
anticipated shipments of die bonding systems to Chinese and Asian subcontractors.
We believe Besi might have benefited from the US restrictions on Huawei considering
that one of its competitors, namely K&S, is a US-based company. Gross margin came
in line with the mid-range of the guidance and the consensus at 56.0% (BG ests.
56.2%). The Q2 EBIT stands well above expectations at EUR25m (cons. EUR19m/BG
ests. EUR20m) successfully manage costs. EPS came in at EUR0.25, i.e. well above the
consensus (cons. EUR0.18/BG ests. EUR0.17).

Nonetheless bookings remain at an unattracted level
Bookings stabilised at EUR82.7m (-0.8% seq.) after falling significantly throughout
2018 but the current level still reflects a very soft market especially in high-end
mobile and automotive applications. These were partially offset by more stable
demand for logic applications in cloud computing end-markets. By customer type, Besi
witnessed poor demand from foreign IDMs with operations in China as they reconsider
their Asian supply chain strategies and production footprint as part of the trade war.
This was offset by increased business from Chinese and Taiwanese subcontractors to
satisfy increased Chinese domestic production.

Sales guidance is disappointing but Besi continues to deliver on
profitability
Given the soft traction of bookings, Besi expects Q3 2019 sales to decrease
sequentially by 10%, representing revenue of EUR83m. This is 4.7% below the
consensus forecast for revenue of EUR88m (BG ests. EUR85m). Nonetheless, the
company continues to deliver on profitability as gross margin is expected to stay
between 55% and 57% and operating expenses should further decrease resulting in an
expected EBIT at EUR20.6m, 6% higher than the consensus at EUR20m.
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but also takes into account a number of elements that could include a SWOT analysis, momentum, technical aspects or the
sector backdrop. Every subsequent published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons
behind the opinion.
Opinion recommending not to trade in a stock short-term, neither as a BUYER or a SELLER, due to a specific set of factors.
This view is intended to be temporary. It may reflect different situations, but in particular those where a fair value shows
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